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a group from akashavana women’s buddhist retreat centre

Hi, I’m Dhammarati, Chair of the Seattle Buddhist Center. This is 
an example of a blurb post: it might need its own content type, I 
suppose and be length-limited to fit. Picture? The home page for 
Projects would feature just this and should be posted by the 
Chair. It’s simple and uncomplicated. Users would have three 
main ways to connect - by following on our site (so you get posts 
from the project in your ‘my sangha’ feed), via the project’s own 
site and by viewing the project’s own program. I’d like to see the 
latter published as a pdf, preferably embedded from Issuu so it 
opens in full-screen immediately. Later programs might become 
interactive content types (calendar-like, bookable events, etc.).

Welcome to Akasavana Support Kula

our group!

introduction

10/13: Beethoven - Heroic 
Inspiration 
led by Sravaniya

11/13: Introduction to Buddhism 
led by Narottama

11/17: Introduction to Meditation 
led by Suddhayu

11/18: Heroines and Dakinis: 
Women's Practice Morning 
led by Viriyalila
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Dharmachakra
Similarly, you asked us to make it super clear how folk can join one of your Groups

Dharmachakra
As we turn on more features for individual site users and they become contactable that way it will be easier to correspond directly with them.

In the meantime, they can easily contact you (via an anonymous form - your email won't be given out) if they need to. We'll also revamp some our notification emails so it's possible for you to contact folk who ask to join your groups.

Dharmachakra
Group posts are usually 'private' ('invisible') by default. That means only members see the content of your Group.

As an admin or team member for your Group you can, however, set individual posts to be 'public' ('visible') so all site users can see them. When used sparingly it's a good way to provide further introduction for prospective members - to tempt them in!

We'll show these here automatically so they are easy to find by users who land on your Group's home page.


